
 

СРС 

 

Неделя Наименование тем Кол-во 

часов 

Бал

лы 

Модуль 1 

1 CРС: 1. Case study: Learning English in the UK - Where would 

you like to study? www.esl-guide.com 

Read information on the site. Chose one of the English Language 

Schools which suits your particular language needs. Print out the 

information and speak on it. Print out Student registration form and 

complete it. 

1 5 

2 CРС: 2. Test on Kazakhstan (political system, education, culture). 1 5 

3 СРС: 3.  Presentation «The  form  of Government of RK» 1 6 

4 СРС: 4. Case study «Parliament of RK»    6 

5 СРС: 5. Test on the UK (political system, education, culture).  6 

6 СРС 6: Case Study  «Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan»  5 

7 СРС 7:  Individual reading (3000 symbols). Chose a text on your 

specialty. Read, translate, retell and make glossary (20 words).   

 

 5 

http://www.esl-guide.com/?cc=global&selLanguage=en


8 СРС 8: Discussion "The best cities (places) in the world"  6 

9 СРС 9: Case Study  «The  President  of RK  » 

 

 6 

10 Summary: “My favorite film”. 

Formatting a Summary. First, have a topic sentence that gives 

information about the creators and the title of the film you are 

summarizing. Then, include a few sentences about the actors in 

movie. Your next step is to summarize the plot elements of the 

film: What are the critical things that happen, and how are they 

resolved? Some people like to include a summary of the themes or 

morals of a film. Then wrap up your summary with a sentence that 

pulls all of your ideas together about the film. Creativity in a 

summary is a good way to introduce new ideas and topics into a 

summary, but consider that it is more important to give accurate 

information than creative opinions and fillers. It is far more 

effective to keep a summary shot (20 sentences) 

 6 
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